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What is the Investec Supply Chain
Finance (SCF) program?
Backed by Investec Bank
Administrated by TreasuryONE
Over the past two years, the world has changed. And we all
had to make sure that we change with it. Continuing with
business as usual, creating new opportunities and
overcoming new challenges.
Investec's Supply Chain Finance program is an industry leader and
focuses on providing corporate clients with working capital
optimisation and their suppliers with methods to monetise their
receivables.
The program provides working capital benefits to corporate buyers of
goods and services by enabling cost-effective and efficient term
extensions with their suppliers. Suppliers are provided with the
cashflow benefits of their receivables on the same business day of
invoice approval if completed before 13:00, at rates not usually
available to the supplier or through traditional bank lines or factoring.
The Investec SCF program is backed by Investec Bank and powered by
a world-class digital SCF platform and operated/administered by
TreasuryONE.
Investec combines its state-of-the-art SCF technology platform Kyriba
with its innovative funding capability as well as SOC 1 and SOC 2
compliant payment structure to deliver an SCF solution that is
collaborative and beneficial to your company and suppliers alike.
Investec's Supply Chain Finance model provides the method to
enhance working capital by enabling term extensions while preserving
payables treatment.

Fast, Seamless Digitised
Implementation
Our implementation process quickly guides
the successful rollout of your SCF Program to
your suppliers.

Bespoke Strategy Design & Execution
Our flexible execution model keeps you in the
driving seat of your Supply Chain Finance
Programme when it comes to the relationship
with your suppliers.

Flexible Funding Structures
Engage sources of liquidity with Investec
Finance while still maintaining working
capital and DPO advantages.

Include & Incentivise all Suppliers
Include all suppliers and provide incentives to
drive participation and maximise working
capital benefits.

Simple Supplier
An intuitive, supplier enrolment process with
support specialists TreasuryONE on-hand.

Super-friendly System
Our web-based system streamlines invoice
receipt and provides real-time reporting.

Effective Risk Mitigation
Unparalleled risk mitigation from our secure
system integration and proven payment
processes.
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The program is broken down into six steps:
1. The buyers receive invoices from their selected supply chain finance suppliers in accordance
with standard business processes.
2. Approved invoices are integrated into the supply chain finance system through a direct
connection with the Buyer’s ERP.
3. Suppliers are notified of all invoices that are available for early settlement.
4. By logging into the supply chain finance system, suppliers select the invoices they want to
receive early payment on.
5. Once invoices are selected and approved by the supplier, payment instructions are generated,
and Investec Bank completes the final settlement.
6. The final step in the process will be for buyers to repay Investec Bank on the original invoice
date.
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"Every business and supplier base is unique. Therefore,
your supply chain finance program, its goals,
requirements and principles underlying the program
execution will also be unique.
Because of complex finance systems, various payment
terms for various suppliers, and many other headaches
that finance teams face, not only do they require a supply
chain finance provider that is flexible, but also a program
that is similarly flexible and scalable to their individual
requirements.”
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